
Berkhamsted Bowls Club – Covid 19   (May 18th 2020) 
 

Playing Guidelines for our members following the Government Start up Document  
 

Proposed start up date   

Saturday 23rd May 10am   
 

Who can play ? 
All members who are not in the self shielding category (these are people who received a letter from the 
Government advising a twelve week stay at home period). Over 70’s in the clinically vulnerable category 

group need to take extra care and remember the Government advice. 

 
What type of Bowls is available? 

At this stage only rollups between two people playing singles is possible although three or four people 
from the same household can play together  

 
Can I just turn up at the Club and play ? 

No !  The Club will be operating a booking system via their website and telephone. There will be three 
rinks available each day to start with, these will be 1,3 & 5 or 2, 4 & 6 to help social distancing issues. 

 The three rinks in use will be called rinks 1,2,3 for simplicity 
 

There will be four sessions each day –  
Morning 10am to 12 noon, Lunchtime 12.30 to 2.30pm, Afternoon 3pm to 5pm, Evening 5.30 to 7.30pm 

providing a maximum of 84 rink bookings each week 

 
How many times can I play a week ? 

To give everyone a chance of playing initially we ask everyone to book no more than three sessions in a 
week (this will increase if we have spare capacity). We also request weekday evening sessions to be kept 

free to workers or juniors (if back at school)  

 
How do I book a rink? 

We have created an online booking system via our website. Although the system is very simple to use we 
are sending out a step by step guide with screenshots to aid users. This will be sent out separately by our 
Comp Sec Paul Sims who has set this system up for us, Paul is also happy to take bookings via telephone 

for members who don’t have access to the website. 
NOTE: No member is allowed to play unless they have a booking 

 
How should I prepare for a game of Bowls ? 

Arrive close to your allocated time but not more than 5 mins early. PLEASE bring with you the following: 
bowls shoes, woods, clubhouse keys & refreshments if reqd. Park in the main car park if available or in 
our car park outside the main gates (please refrain from parking inside)  We also request each player to 

bring their own sanitiser if possible to complement what is provided by the Club. 

 
Green equipment & facilities use 

The Clubhouse is closed but will be open for members needing to use the toilet, entry and exit is via the 
main doors only. Only one toilet cubicle shall be in use for each of the mens & ladies toilets. To aid users 

there will be ‘In use’ signs placed at the corridor entrance to alert usage of the facilities. 
VERY IMPORTANT: Any use of the toilet must be followed by a thorough clean of all cubicle facilities 

with sanitiser spray and wipes provided in the cubicle. 



All other areas of the Clubhouse are closed including the disability toilet. NOTE: All members who 
currently have bags stored in the changing rooms need to remove them so they can use them if required 

when returning to play. (If this causes any major problems please speak to the Start up Team)  
 

Please change your shoes in the car or under the gazebo where each player has their own designated 
chair for the session spaced 2 metres apart from the other five players chairs. You may store any bags 

you have next to your chair during the session particularly if the weather takes a downturn. 
Collect your green equipment from the far end of the Clubhouse outside where two lots of mats (red & 

yellow), jacks (red spot & blue spot) & scorecards will be housed (no pushers, scoreboards or sticks) 
NOTE: Each player will have their own jack (x1) & mats (x2) of a different colour to use, this is to avoid 

transmission (this does not apply if from the same household). Each player will have their own mat ready 
to use at both ends of the rink if needed. 

 Playing guideline: It is up to each rink to decide on the format of their game, the only proviso is no 
handling of each others jack or mats. The placing of the jack can be by placement, conventional casting & 

straightening (by foot) or playing a roving jack. Advice from our Start up team on site is available.  

 
Cleaning of equipment & facilities at end of session 

After play has finished all mats and jacks must be cleaned with provided sanitisers & wipes in the marked 
areas before returning equipment to their pick up place. Also clean your designated gazebo chair and 

any other facilities which may have been handled or used. 

 
Spectators 

No spectators or visitors will be admitted to the Club until further notice.  
The only ‘none players’ allowed to spectate will be the ‘Start Up Team’ who will be there to help and 

supervise as members get used to the new practices. (These will be listed in advance of playing) 

 
On the Green 

Unless you and your partner are from the same household keep 2 metres apart at all times and use only 
your own jack & mat. Entry to the green is still via the paving surrounds but if this is not possible for any 

reason it may be necessary to halt other games and walk across the green to your rink. 
No play is permitted outside of your two hour slot. 

 
Leaving after finishing your game 

Please leave the premises within 10 minutes of finishing your game, clean all equipment and check the 
clubhouse main doors have been closed and alarmed (you only set the alarm if you are the last to leave) 

 
Extra help & tuition 

The Start Up Team will be on hand for the first two days of re opening to oversee and help 

 
Finally, and most importantly 

We are doing everything we can to provide Bowls for our members so it’s important we all abide by the 
guidelines, we appreciate it won’t always be easy and patience is required during these testing times. If 

you have any queries please contact your Start Up Team for clarification and guidance. 
At the moment it’s still baby steps, we are in a fluid situation so our guidelines and practices will 

undoubtedly change.  The decision to play lies with each member, any bowler using our facilities does 
so under our normal terms and conditions accepting all liability 

     

Thank you for your support and understanding, we look forward to seeing you again 
 

Kevin Clarke (President) & fellow Officers  


